The Corrugated Curtain is a versatile, modest screen that can be installed in under a minute – making it the ideal interim solution in a constantly changing world. Create a corner boundary using a single unit or combine two units to create a u-shaped boundary that fits nearly any worksurface. Five perforated sections can be removed at the base of the screen to accommodate a variety of power and monitor arm needs.
Screen sits 24” above the worksurface.

Screen is affixed to desk using two-sided tape (provided) or screws (not provided).

Five perforated sections that can be removed to accommodate a variety of power needs.

Screen may be attached to top, side or bottom of worksurface.

Two screens can be combined to fit worksurfaces that are 36” to 72” wide.

Dimensions
Height: 26” (24” above the worksurface)
Width: 29” on the side, 36” on the back (65” overall)

White finish.

Double-wall corrugated cardboard.

Versatile design means one style number can be used for right-hand and left-hand structure.

One unit creates an L-shaped divider. Two screens combined create a U-shape.

Simple assembly uses two-sided tape that is provided. Note: Test tape on a small portion of the worksurface before fully applying.

Printing on screens available as a custom option.

Typical lead time of 1-2 weeks, depending on availability and capacity.

List price for pack of 150 units – $6,000 USD (equivalent to $40 list price/screen). Not sold in single units.

Product warranted to contain no manufacturing or shipping defects.

Order via Hedberg
Style Number: SPFUR3
Quote: SF222133
Product ID: SF00310448
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